
Rights Sales Contract Manager stores and 
handles all information and contractual 
agreements for managing sold rights. 

The highly sophisticated and fast search 
functionality of the app is keyword-sensi-
tive and can browse through large data-
bases of contracts in a wink of an eye. 

Handle all information on sold rights and contractual agreements with ease

Rights Sales Contract Manager

Recent activities which have been done us-
ing the app are stored, and sales contracts 
you need to look into repeatedly can be 
bookmarked. 

This application runs on STREAM, Klopotek’s 
cloud-based platform for optimized user 
interaction on computers and mobile de-
vices. It provides direct and smooth connec-
tions to other STREAM apps as well as the 
Klopotek Classic Line for handling specific 
tasks.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  A smart web app that stores and
handles all information and con-
tractual agreements for managing 
sold rights 

  Fast search functionality; 
bookmarks & recent activities

  Defi ne responsibilities and edit
contract parties & contract validity, 
payments, royalty terms, and rights

  View and edit linked acquisition
contracts

  Create and edit contract templates
for future use

  Seamlessly integrated with other
STREAM apps such as Contract 
360°: no loss of information or time 

  Part of Klopotek’s end-to-end
Rights Sales Solution

A smooth process for editing 

contract parties & validity, pay-

ments, royalty terms, and rights



An intuitive way of making changes to 
contract data

Viewing and editing data in the app is easy 
and a straightforward process. You can de-
fi ne responsibilities and edit contract par-
ties and contract validity, payments, roy-
alty terms, and rights. It is also possible to 
change the contract status at the touch of 
a button and to view and edit linked acqui-
sition contracts. 

Reduce time and effort: Rights Sales Con-
tract Manager also provides the function-
ality of creating and editing contract tem-
plates for future use. 

Seamlessly integrated with Rights Sales 
Manager for contract creation

Sales contracts are generated based on 
the Rights Sales Manager STREAM app: 
Once the negotiations with a licensee have 
been fi nalized in the Rights Sales Manager, 
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a rights sales contract can be automatically 
generated in the app using the terms and 
conditions that have been negotiated.

Klopotek’s end-to-end Rights Sales Solu-
tion consists of the STREAM apps: Rights 
Sales Manager, Rights Sales Contract Man-
ager, and Rights Accounting Manager.

Please check www.klopotek.com or related 
fl yers / brochures for more information. 


